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#01  **Acme Stock Food Wooden Bucket**:  Staved wooden bucket with bale handle and paper label from the Acme Food Company of Chicago, 11” x 15”.  Paper label has four panels and extends a full 9” x 16” around the side of the bucket.  The first panel has the Acme Stock Food name and company information along with a great image of a little girl in a red dress feeding Acme Food.  From the style of her dress, I’d date this wooden bucket to c 1890.  The paper label has significant paper losses and the bucket staves (wooden panels) are slightly loose, however early wooden buckets with any label for a veterinary product are super scarce.  Never seen another like this one.  Decent enough to start the bidding at $25.

#02  **Barker’s Horse, Cattle, and Poultry Powder Direction Sheet**:  Large, double-sided paper sheet, c1890 extolling the cures available for your livestock by using Barker’s H, C, & P Powders.  Suitable for framing at 19” x 13”.  For horses, you can Cure such diseases as Slabbering, Epizooty, and Yellow Water.  A Sure Cure for Chicken and Hog Cholera.  Condition is excellent with many early, wood cut images of livestock.  Displays very well.

#03  **Dr. Clayton’s Dog Remedies Window Card**:  Heavy cardboard back with red print, originally used as an advertising piece placed in the window of a store selling Dr. Clayton’s Dog Remedies, hence the term “window card.”  Each card produced had a photographic image of a champion dog or some variation of pets to attract the potential customer.  This card has the image of Champion English Bulldog, “Leone Hazelwyn.”  I date these advertising cards to around 1905-1910.  This window card is currently matted and framed.  The image size is 18 ½” x 13” and it is ready to hang on your wall.  The overall condition is very good with very strong red lettering around the outer border.  The inner white border has some minor smudges and scuff’s but these are not distracting.  Dog medicine advertising such as this is very uncommon, especially compared to similar horse and cattle advertising.  This should be of interest to any dog medicine collector or Bulldog lover.  Opening bid is $100.

#04  **Dr. Claris’ “KRONKINE” One Gallon Stoneware Jug from Jersey City, New Jersey**:  Dr. John T. Claris had his main Animal Hospital in Buffalo, New York.  99% of all existing veterinary material relating to Dr. Claris comes from his Buffalo hospital, however it is documented that he had a satellite veterinary hospital in Jersey City, New Jersey.  This extremely rare stoneware jug was manufactured for use in Jersey City and is so marked.  It is a one (1) gallon size with original stencil under a clear salt glaze, called a Bristol Glaze.  Impressed into the bottom of the jug is R.C.P. CO. NO 2.  This identifies the manufacturer of the jug as the Robinson Clay Products Company of Akron, Ohio (1902-1920).  The stencil reads:  (CROWN) / KRONKINE / FOR THE TREATMENT OF ALL / FEVERS AND INFLAMMATORY / DISEASES OF HORSES / PREPARED BY / DR CLARIS’ VETERINARY HOSPITAL / JERSEY CITY, N. J.  10 ½” tall by 7” in diameter.  The overall condition is excellent.  The spout is undamaged.  There are a couple of small chips along the top edge where the brown glaze meets the white and a couple of small chips along the bottom edge.  None of these are easily seen or are obvious to the eye.  For all intents, the jug displays in original condition.  As you may remember, in my last auction (8/2013) we offered a five gallon Dr. Claris “White Liniment” jug from Jersey City.  I described that jug as the best I had ever seen.  Well, this one gallon example is at least that one’s little brother.  The success of that “White Liniment” jug (hammer price $4000) convinced the consigner to offer up this “KRONKINE” example.  The opening bid will be $1000 with no further reserve.  This one will soon have a new home.

#05  **Dr. Daniels’ Wooden Advertising Thermometer**:  Classic Dr. Daniels’ wooden thermometer in almost original condition.  I would have to give this one a 9 or 9.5 out of 10 for condition.  The thermometer is working, the metal brackets are undamaged (no rust), and the condition of the paint is spectacular.  There is very slight wear to the extreme upper left corner with a tiny bit of paint loss in the “GEO”.  Otherwise the paint is crisp and clean, with the Dr. Daniels advertising at the bottom being totally original and undamaged.  21” x 5”.  The original metal hanging loop on the reverse is broken, but easily replaced.  This is the nicest example I have seen since we sold a mint example in 1997 for $850.  Opening bid is $200 and go from there.

#06  **Corona Wool Fat for Horses & Cows Glass Front, Wooden Display Cabinet and Tins**:  Country store display cabinet used to selling Corona Wool Fat, an ointment used to treat wounds on horses and udder ailments on cows.  It was produced by the Corona Company of Kenton, Ohio.  I suspect it was very similar to “Bag Balm.”  This lot includes five (5) Corona Wool Fat tins that the consigner collected to display in the cabinet.  23 ½” x 14” x 9 ¼”.  This is a great small size to sit on a shelf and display you medicines.  The cabinet has been refinished and has had the lettering on the door redone to match the original style of lettering.  The cabinet does retain its original wavy glass, and the working lock and key.  Original cabinets usually sell in the $300-500 range.  Just as an early country store cabinet it’s worth at least $100 and that is where we start the bidding.

#07  **Dr. Daniels’ Advertising Dominoes**:  Partial set of six (6) wooden advertising dominoes from Dr. A. C. Daniels.  The dominoes are each 1 5/8” x 5 3/4” x 7/4”.  Printed on the top of each is “USE DR. DANIELS’ MEDICINES FOR SICK HORSES.” While not a complete set, they are still an extremely unusual veterinary advertising go-with and the first examples I have ever offered.  Very hard to estimate as I would expect a complete set to sell for several hundred dollars and I can see individual dominoes selling on Ebay for at least $10 a piece.  Your high bid will set the standard and buy this group.

#08  **Dr. Daniels’ Horse & Cattle Medicine Tip Tray**:  Lithographed metal tray with a scalloped edge.  Trays such as these were placed in bars and restaurants for the patrons to leave their monetary tip for their server.  Dr. Daniels used this form of advertising to promote his Horse & Cattle Medicines.  The image in the center is commonly called “the three white horses,” but is a copy of a famous painting by James Herring Sr. named “Pharaoh’s Horses.”  It was painted in 1848.  You can see that the Harvell poster, later in this auction, used a variation of the same image.  4 ¼” diameter.  The condition of this tray is at least a 9-9.5 out of 10.  It is as clean and bright as I have ever seen.  It has a couple of tiny imperfections in the outer rim.  The central image looks perfect, but if you want to get EXTREMELY picky and hold the tray at an angle to the light you can see a couple of tiny flaws lost in the darkness of the horses ears.  Based on previous sales over the last 17 years, I would estimate this outstanding example at $400-600.  WE will start the bidding at $200 and let you determine the final price.  If you do not have an example of this tray in your collection or you are looking to upgrade, you will never have to make any apologies for this one.
#9) Dr. Daniels’ Tin Front Wooden Display Cabinet: Country store cabinet used to sell Dr. Daniels’ Veterinary Medicines. This is the variation without the medicine prices at the bottom of the front panel. It does show all of the packages for the fifteen horse and cattle medicines the company produced. In addition, the banner at the very bottom of the front states, “DR. DANIELS’ FAMOUS DOG REMEDIES.” 21 ½” x 9 ½” x 29”. The overall condition of the tin door panel is very, very good. The colors are bright and bold, especially the red lettering at the top. There is some minor spotting that you can see in the photo, but overall its display is wonderful. There is some fading to the top of Dr. Daniels’ face, which makes his hair look gray. The cabinet has been refinished very nicely. The left wooden door edge has been replaced. It has been matched, expertly, to the rest of the cabinet. Also, the cabinets back panel is a replacement. This is a great looking cabinet starting with a reasonable opening bid of $1000.

#10) Elliman’s Royal Embrocation Advertisement: Paper ad from 1893 showing the home (top) and stable (bottom) uses for Elliman’s Embrocation. Image size is 10” x 12 ½”. Used as a liniment for horses, cattle, and dogs. Excellent condition.

#11) Eureka Stock Food Poster: Turn of the Century lithographed advertising poster with three “Snow Bunnies” dressed in their winter finery. The detail to their faces and dress is just amazing. The advertising is for EUREKA STOCK FOOD, The Great Flesh Producer from the Shrader Drug Company of Iowa City, Iowa. Image size is 14 ½” x 19”. It has undergone professional conservation, including de-acidification and mounting on linen. There is a water stain along the right border, which could be minimized with framing. The beautiful ladies are the central focus of this poster. I’m reminded of the old advertising adage, “Sex Sells.” This was probably fairly risqué in 1900. We sold an example of this poster last year for $400. You set the bar on this one with your high bid.

#12) Gaines Dog Food Calendar, 1935: Cardboard backing with a full calendar pad for 1935 and an applied color print of two English Setters. The print is captioned: “A Perfect Point.” 15” x 13 ½”. Gaines Meal and Gaines Krunchon foods are advertised on the bottom, beside the calendar pad. Condition is excellent. Great image for the bird hunter.

#13) Glover’s Imperial Animal Medicine Broadsid: This one page broadside is 14” x 18 ½” is folded and printed on a rough quality paper stock. It lists the company address as on West 24th Street in New York City and dates c1920. This could have been a package insert, however, I have never seen this item included in any Glover’s Medicines I have handled before. Condition is excellent but for the old folds. An inexpensive and interesting dog medicine item to frame and hang.

#14) Gombault’s Caustic Balsam Paper Sign: Very colorful paper sign advertising Gombault’s Caustic Balsam showing a very fine stallion in the fore ground and a race track with a race occurring, in the back ground. A horse blanket is hung over the fence railing that is a detailed image of the label from a bottle of Gombault’s. The caption at the bottom of the sign reads: USE GOMBault’S CAUSTIC BALSAM. The image size is 13” x 9 ½”. The sign is currently in an old wooden frame with edge damage. The sign is bright and clean with the only damage being the bottom edge was cut down slightly for placement in the frame. The very bottom edge of the letters has been affected. Gombault’s produced several signs of this style and I have seen other examples sell for several hundred. We will let the bidders set the price on this one.

#15) Harvell’s Condition Powders Poster: Fantastic, lithographic poster advertising Harvell’s Condition Powders, For All Animals. The Herrick Company produced two veterinary remedies, Harvell’s Condition Powders and Herrick’s German Horse Liniment. The unbelievably detailed central image is of a famous painting by British artist John Herring Sr. The name of the painting is “Pharaoh’s Horses” and was painted in 1848. It became very popular in the late 1800’s in American homes as a printed lithograph and was also used in American advertising such as this poster. Dr. Daniels used the same image on his most sought veterinary advertising cabinet. The original painting sold at Christie’s Auction House, in London, for $445,500 in 1986. This poster offered today is framed and has a total size of 23 ½” x 27 ½”. The condition is excellent, it has the slightest bit of foxing at the lower left corner, otherwise, it is undamaged. This is a very early poster that I would date c1880. I have recorded no examples of this poster selling previously and have never seen or heard of this poster prior to its consignment. In my mind, it is presently unique, at least among veterinary collectors. I would estimate this poster easily at $1200-2400. We will open the bids at $700 and see where it goes.

#16) Dr. Heard’s Chart For Horse Owners, 1893: Very early paper sign with original metal top and bottom bands for hanging in a barn. The skeleton of the horse is numbered to act as a key for all the ailments and problems of the horse described in the written text, printed on the sides. The 26 illustrations shown are also related to the problems described in the text. Dr. Heard was a Professor of Veterinary Surgery at the New York College of Veterinary Surgeons. The chart is dated 1893. Dr. Heard obviously produced a line of veterinary patent medicines on the side. The chart is dated 1893. The beautiful ladies are the central focus of this poster. I’m reminded of the old advertising adage, “Sex Sells.” This was probably fairly risqué in 1900. We sold an example of this poster last year for $400. You set the bar on this one with your high bid.

#17) Humphreys’ Barnyard Scene, Tin Front Wooden Display Cabinet: Country store wooden cabinet with a lithographed tin front door panel from the Humphreys’ Homeopathic Medicine Company of New York. This cabinet dates to c1900 as all of the lettered medicines are listed as “CURES.” The top image shows all the various livestock that you would expect to find on a farm, and is the reason this cabinet is commonly called, “THE BARNYARD SCENE.” The really sweet part of the scene, that most people miss, is the Queen and her three kittens, placed just below the dog and horse images. This style cabinet USUALLY, suffers from a crazing of the paint, which makes it susceptible to extreme flaking and paint loss. This cabinet, DOES NOT, have crazing of the paint. The paint colors are bold and strong with very little wear compared to most examples. You can see some minor wear along the bottom edge and in the medicine wording. This is not distracting and honestly minor for this cabinet style. The only damage to the barnyard scene paint is a small scuff just to the right of the gray chicken. It is easily lost in the groundcover, as your eye is drawn to the animals. 21” x 9 ½” x 27 ½”. The wooden cabinet is an original Humphreys’ cabinet, but it does have some minor issues. Mainly, the door panel is warped out slightly at the top. The door stays closed, so that is not an issue. These cabinets sometimes came with front and back doors and since Humphreys’ also sold Human medicines, I have seen examples with a veterinary panel on one side and a Human panel on the other. In this case, a Human panel, over-painted with back paint is screwed closed, as the back panel. (I will post an additional photo of this back panel on the web site) Last, someone stained the back 2” of the top a darker color than the wood. Why? No idea. We sold
International Stock Food masterpiece. Opening bid is $250.

www.danpatch.com

This large format poster, c1904, is fast and furious as Dan Patch (on the rail) is challenged by three horses. This beautifully colored and detailed lithograph was produced, by the artist, from a photograph of “Old Tom” taken at the Minnesota State Fair in 1897 when Tom could only use his fore legs due to his massive weight. Of course he ate ISF every day. In the lower right we have “Mammoth Chief” who was raised in Texas and ONLY weighted in at 1430 pounds after eating ISF every day. The upper right shows the before and after pictures of an unnamed hog from Indiana that gained 400 pounds in 100 days or 4 pounds a day eating ISF. There is also an extremely colorful image of an ISF bucket. Additional testimonials praise ISF for curing hogs of Hog Cholera and offering a money back guarantee. This poster has been professionally conserved and laid on linen. It was originally folded but the conservation process has made these old fold lines practically invisible without very close inspection. This poster, numbered #3, is unique to my knowledge currently. I have never seen or heard of this poster prior to its consignment to this auction and have never seen or heard of any other example. It’s hard to believe such an early poster, c1900, could exist in better condition, if any exist at all. I think this one is pretty special. Start the bidding at $500.

International Stock Food Poster #29, Hog Gained 400 pounds in 100 Days: Bright red and colorful background on this large size poster #29 illustrating the before and after pictures of a hog eating ISF for 100 days. The scrappy cur is shown at the top as the “BEFORE” example and the same hog is illustrated at the bottom as the example “AFTER” eating International Stock Food. 21” x 28”. The poster has old fold lines evident and some very minor damp stains in the white border on the left side. The colors overall are as bold as the day it was printed, probably over 100 years ago. If this poster were laid on linen, to minimize the fold lines, it would jump off the wall with color. Opening bid on this LARGE format beauty is $300.

International Stock Food (ISF) Poster #3, “Old Tom” The Largest Hog in the World: Fantastic color on this early, c1900, lithograph from the ISF Company of Minneapolis, Minnesota. This huge example at 28 ½” x 21” is bursting with color and imagery of massive hogs. In the upper left corner you have “Old Tom” reported to have weighted 1621 pounds at his death in 1898. The engraving was produced, by the artist, from a photograph of “Old Tom” taken at the Minnesota State Fair in 1897. This poster has old fold lines evident and some very minor damp stains in the white border on the left side. The colors overall are as bold as the day it was printed, probably over 100 years ago. If this poster were laid on linen, to minimize the fold lines, it would jump off the wall with color. Opening bid on this LARGE format beauty is $300.

International Stock Food Poster #41, Directum 2:05 ¼: This is a very early and very scarce medicinal poster from the ISF Company. 28” x 21”. The huge central horse is being killed by WORMS. He is laying his head on the saving box of International Worm Powder is hopes that it is not too late to save him. A cut-away view of his abdomen shows us, in graphic detail, the Bots and Worms in his stomach and intestines. One testimonial claims his horse passed a 25” worm after using International Worm Powder. Worms are illustrated everywhere on this poster. The red and black background is teeming with worms, while the testimonials, on the sides, are pierced by worms. The slogan, “THE SURE AND SAFE WORM REMEDY” is written inside a huge worm. Medicinal posters such as this, are the best of veterinary collecting. The poster does have condition issues and could benefit from professional conservation. The upper left corner of about 2” x 1” is detached but present, the top border is tattered, and the upper right corner is missing the border with just a tiny bit of the red background missing. There is also a three eighth by one eighth paper loss below the “E” in the word REMEDY in the slogan at the bottom. 99% of the poster is intact and beautifully colorful. For a few hundred dollars, the new owner could have this poster cleaned and have the top border repaired. After professional conservation you would have a poster valued at as much as $2500-3500. The ISF Company put out a smaller version of this same poster some time after this version was offered. I have recorded two sales of those later versions, one in 1998 and one in 2000, both sold for around $1000. That was 14 years ago and I have never offered or recorded this earlier, larger example before. You will determine its final worth, as is, with your high bid. We will start the bidding at an affordable $500. You can view an example of the smaller, later version of this poster on the home page of my web site. That example has been in my collection for almost twenty years.

International Stock Food Poster #49, The Quick Cattle and Hog Grower and Fattener: Large size poster with full borders displaying a central image of a farm yard where the cattle and hogs are eating their fill. The poster is extremely colorful, highlighted by some strong blues in the sky and an intense red border. The central vignette has a calm, bucolic appeal. I can find no previous recorded examples of this poster #49, being offered. The condition overall is very good / excellent. It does have old fold lines that are visible, but not a distraction. There are a few slight paper separations along the fold lines at the edges and in the center, but these are not noticeable without very close inspection. There is some minor stain over the white hog at the extreme right and in the ground to his left. The top portion of the poster shows a graphic ISF bucket of food and several groups of corn ears bundled up. The bottom portion has several undated testimonials. 20 ½” x 28”. Rare, colorful poster with an interesting central image is offered for your high bid. Opening bid of $200 will get the ball rolling.

International Stock Food Poster #55, Dan Patch 1:56: The Fastest Harness Horse the World Has Ever Seen: The racing action on this large format poster, c1904, is fast and furious as Dan Patch (on the rail) is challenged by three horses. This beautifully colored and detailed lithograph shows about as much moving action as a still poster can portray. This is my favorite Dan Patch poster. The history of Dan Patch and the ISF Company is well documented. For more information you can go to the Dan Patch Historical Society at www.danpatch.com. Poster size is 28” x 21” with full borders. The poster does show old fold lines, minor light stains in the white border, and some paper separation along the central horizontal fold. If you had this poster professionally conserved, you would have an International Stock Food masterpiece. Opening bid is $250.
#24) International Stock Food Poster #152, The Great Milk Producer: Very bright and colorful, large format poster showing an image of “Leila Inka D. Kol” who made claim to the World Milk Record by milking 431 and 8/10 pounds in seven days. Her coat shines "like a Gold Dollar" and she is "in perfect health in every way" all the while eating ISF every day. This poster measures 21 ½” x 15 ¼” and is ready to frame. The poster was originally folded when shipped from the company. The vertical folds are nearly invisible, but the center horizontal crease does have some minor paper separation at the right of the circle and a small paper loss in the body of the cow. These do not distract significantly from the overall imagery and color of the poster. For the Dairy or cow collector you might note that this is the first and only reported example of this poster to be recorded. This one will frame up into a beauty. Opening is a bid inducing low of only $200.

#25) International Stock Food Poster # 237, Hog Cholera Devil Germs: Red Hog Cholera Devils are spewing germs on unprotected hogs and killing them off. That is the scene and the message is "HOG CHOLERA GERMS LURK IN THE AIR." But never fear, International Stock Food will fortify your hogs and prevent Hog Cholera, GUARANTEED!! This large size (16” x 22”) paper poster advertises and sells only one thing to farmers, FEAR. Fear of losing their herd brought the uneducated farmer to the doorstep of patent medicine companies, relying on them to prevent disease. This poster, Lithograph #237, was produced by the International Stock Food Company of Minneapolis. It is in very good condition with old fold lines, some edge tears with tape on the reverse, and a printing flaw, in production, which produced three lines from the left edge toward the central pig’s back. These lines look like tears but are flaws in the paper that produced the lines when it was printed. Due to the starkness of the red, black, and white printing, the old fold lines are hardly visible. The reverse is full of testimonials. Advertising such as this, shows you why stock food sales based on fear, were so successful for so many years. Veterinary Patent Medicine advertising does not get much more graphic that this. Opening bid is $100.

#26) Dr. LeGear’s Poultry Prescription Calendar, 1930: Cardboard calendar with all the months for 1930 on a single page, at bottom. The top is a very colorful image of two “Light Brahams.” The calendar is currently matted and framed with double sided glass, meaning the back of the calendar is visible with glass on the reverse. The reverse lists all of Dr. LeGear’s stock and poultry remedies as well as diseases of horses, poultry, cattle and hogs. Total size is 13 ¾” x 17”. Condition is excellent, clean and bright. This is only the third calendar from Dr. LeGear that I have ever documented and the first of this style and for this Poultry Prescription remedy. Ready to hang. Opening bid is $100.

#27) Dr. LeGear’s Stock Powders Bucket: Heavy cardboard shipping bucket that once contained 25 pounds of Dr. LeGear’s Stock Powders. The bucket retains its original lid, bale handle, and both of the large, colorful paper labels found on the front and back. 12” high x 14” diameter. The labels advertise this remedy as an animal conditioner and regulator for diseases such as Distemper, Hide Bound, Kidney Troubles, and Loss of Flesh. The paper labels are very bright and graphic. They do have some minor paper losses and smudges that you would expect. These large buckets were not designed to be kept and therefore, very few have survived from any veterinary remedy company. One of the best Stock Powder buckets I have ever seen, from any company. Start the bidding where you see best.

#28) Dr. LeGear’s Stock Powders Metal Dose Scoop: Embossed metal scoop that you could have used to scoop out the Stock Powder from the previous lot. Very nice go-with item for a display. Embossed in the bottom of the scoop is DR. LEGEAR’S / STOCK / POWDERS. 3 ¾” x 2”. Excellent condition.

#29) Dr. Lesure’s Veterinary Remedies Framed Paper Insert: Paper insert for Dr. Lesure’s Veterinary Remedies listing their uses and prices. This is currently framed and ready to hang. Fourteen remedies are listed. 10” x 14” is the total size with frame. Paper has some light spotty staining around the logo area and one small, unnoticeable tear along the right edge. This is probably an insert from an early medicine package. Interesting go-with to hang with your Dr. Lesure cabinet or medicines. Opening bid is $20.

#30) Peruvian Horse Salve Sign: Paper sign from the Peruvian Medicine Company of Chicago. “FOR HURTS ON HORSES.” Used for Gall, Bruises, cuts, etc on horses. It is currently matted but not framed. Image size is 9 ⅛” x 8 ½”. Horse image is signed: Cory ’94. Meaning 1894 is the date of the original drawing by the artist “Cory.” Condition looks mint, as I see no damage or distraction. Opening bid is $25.00.

#31) Pratt’s Breeds of Cattle, Sheep, and Hogs Lithographed Poster: Beautiful, LARGE, color lithographed poster, dated 1906, produced by the Pratt Food Company of Philadelphia. The poster details the various breeds of cattle, sheep, and hogs with color illustrations. Seventeen breeds of sheep, thirteen breeds of hogs, and fourteen cattle breeds are represented on the poster. The Jersey Cow has the place of honor in the center of the poster. Surrounding the animal illustrations is a printed faux wooden frame. The condition of the poster is outstanding overall and IN ADDITION— the consigner has had the poster professionally conserved and mounted on linen. It is now preserved into the next millennium. The size is 28” x 20 ½” and is very impressive to view first hand. This is the first example of this poster ever to be offered by VCR and I have not recorded a single auction sale in my database. Extremely scarce poster with highly desirable imagery. Open the bidding at $500.

#32) Pratt’s Animal Regulator Cardboard Display: Colorful, die-cut cardboard display with images of a beef cow, dairy cow, hog, and sheep lined up at a fence awaiting their feed with Pratt’s Animal Regulator. This display is framed and ready to hang on the wall. The display size is 21 ¾” x 17”. This product promoted digestion and increased appetite, thus the slogan, “KEEP THEIR INSIDES EARNING.” There is one paper scuff to the left of the top line of print and some very minor edge wear. Overall, the bright colors and happy animal images really jump out, producing an attractive display. Opening bid $50.

#33) Pratt’s Poultry Regulator Round Wooden Canister: Original round, wooden canister with lid and bale handle that once held 25 pounds of Pratt’s Poultry Regulator. “HELPs HENS LAY.” 13” x 10”. The advertising information is printed directly onto the side of the canister in two places. The interior of the canister has been lined with fabric and was probably used as a sewing box or as part of a “Country-look” display in a home. Excellent condition with original lid and bale handle.
#34) **Smith’s Egg & Health Producer Poster:** Paper poster from Dr. H. M. Smith Medicine Company of Lee, Mass for his Egg and Health Producer. Image size is 20” x 12” and it is currently matted and framed in a modern light wood frame. “PREVENTION AND CURE FOR ALL DISEASES TO WHICH POULTRY IS SUBJECT.” Examples of this poster are not rare, however this poster is rather unique as the various poultry illustrations have been HAND WATER COLORED. This producing a very pleasing over all effect with the stark black print. This poster is c1900. It will sell to the high bidder with no additional starting bid.

#35) **Wilbur’s Gall Cure or CURE-A-CUT Poster:** Outstanding and rare lithographed poster from the Wilbur Stock Food Company of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 21½” x 13¼”. The overall image is outstanding as a farmer is treating a Gall on the shoulder on one of his horses. They are beside a covered bridge that has advertising for multiple Wilbur remedies. The roof has an ad for Wilbur’s White Rock Hoof Packing. The side of the bridge has advertising for both Wilbur’s Egg Food and Wilbur’s Food for Horses. “It changes a slow low spirited horse into a good driver.” The colors are outstanding, the condition is near mint, PLUS the consigner has had the poster professionally de-acidified and mounted on linen to preserve it for the next generation of collectors. This is the first example of this poster to be recorded in my prices realized and certainly is on par with the Wilbur’s White Rock Hoof Packing poster in our last auction (from the same consigner) that realized $2500. Open this one at $1000. You will not be disappointed looking at this great poster every day.

**Paper Ephemera**

**Booklets**

#36) **Bringing the Pasture to the Stable:** Booklet from the W. D. Carpenter Company of Syracuse, New York promoting their Nutri-tone Medicine for horses. The booklet has 10 pages of testimonials of the benefits of using Nutri-tone in your horses. Latest testimonial is dated 1914. 3¼” x 6¼”. Very good condition with just a bit of oxidation to the staples of the spine. The lot also includes two other paper items that were originally mailed with this booklet.

#37) **Capitol Food’s “Treatise on Stock and Poultry Both in Health and Disease”:** Outstanding and rare booklet from the Capitol Food Company of Tiffin, Ohio. 72 pages of advertising for their veterinary products are included in this 5” x 7 ⅛” booklet. The condition is excellent with outstanding color covers that have just a bit of spine wear at the ends. The interior pages are near mint and look to have never seen wear of any kind. No date, but several Cures are listed, so pre-1906. This is the first example of this booklet I have ever recorded.

#38) **Dr. Clayton’s “Treatise on Birds”:** Thirty - two page booklet on cage birds and parrot care. Many descriptions of bird ailments and treatments. 5” x 7”. Condition is very good with just some minor wear to cover edges and a tiny stain spot in the border of the last couple of pages. Great color front cover.

#39) **Dr. Clayton’s Cat Remedies Pamphlet:** Eight panel, fold out pamphlet discussing the most common Cat diseases and their treatment with Clayton’s Cat Remedies. No date, but Mange Cure and Cough Cure are listed, so it’s pre-1906 or close to that date. 4½” x 7 ⅛”. Condition is very good with just some handling creases and corner bumps. This is the first example of this early CAT ONLY pamphlet I have seen. Sure to bring spirited bidding.

#40) **Dr. Clayton’s “A Treatise On The Cat”:** Twenty-eight page booklet detailing the treatment of CAT diseases with Dr. Clayton’s Cat Remedies. 5” x 6 ⅝”. Condition is near mint, as I would consider this booklet never used. Many illustrations of Champion cats are included in the pages. I have seen this cover with both white and yellow backgrounds, this is the yellow example. No date but probably c1910.

#41) **Dent’s Doggy Hints:** Booklet from the Dent Medicine Company of Chicago dated 1898. Dr. William Bruette M. D. C. was an 1893 graduate of the Chicago Veterinary College. He is tied to the Dent Medicine Company and is currently thought to have been the true ”Dr. Dent.” See the VCR of 6/2012 for the Dent history. The booklet has 30 pages of dog disease treatment using Dr. Dent’s Medicines. 5” x 6 ½”. The cover has some light smudging and a few of the pages have very tiny corner dog-ears. Extremely rare booklet with this being the first offering ever recorded by VCR. Open it at $35. Find another!

#42) **Glyco-Heroin in Horses and Dogs:** Booklet produced and written by Martin Smith of the Martin Smith Company of New York City. 6” x 9”. This 24 page booklet espouses the use of this Heroin remedy for the treatment of Cough, Bronchitis, and Pneumonia in horses and dogs. No date but I would put it c1910 or so. Several testimonials from veterinarians are included. Condition is excellent with just slight handling wear. Never seen anything like this one before.

#43) **Health for Man and Domestic Animals:** Booklet produced by the S. F. Baker Company of Keokuk, Iowa. This company sold both human and veterinary remedies. This sixty page booklet is divided into two parts. The first 27 pages are devoted to human ailments while pages 27-60 diagnose and advise treatment for domestic animal diseases. 5” x 7 ⅛”. The cover is somewhat tattered and there are some minor splits and bug holes in the interior pages.

#44) **Horse Sense, by the International Stock Food Company:** Advertising booklet for Silver Pine Healing Oil that is 16 pages long and is printed on a rag quality paper. 4 ½” x 6 ¼”. This booklet ”TELLS HOW TO QUICKLEY CURE AND SAVE YOUR HORSE EVEN WHEN CUT AND TORN TO THE BONE.” The cover illustration is a horse with his entire breast shredded and bleeding by Barb Wire cuts. Other than the age toning of the paper, the booklet is in excellent condition.

#45) **Dr. Lesure’s Veterinary Medicines and Their Uses in the Stable or Household:** Very scarce and desirable booklet from one of the iconic producers of veterinary patent medicine, Dr. Lesure of Keene, NH. This thirty page booklet is c1896 as that is the date of the last testimonial included. 5 ¾” x 7 ½”. It also has a full page ad with images of this booklet included in a Lesure Stable Case. Overall condition is very good. The interior pages are near mint. While the cover is lightly stained and smudged, it displays very well. The
Patent Medicines

#46) Moore Brothers. “Our Silent Salesman” Instrument Catalog: The Moore Brothers were veterinarians from the Albany, New York area who started practice in 1878 and later opened their own distribution business for veterinary instruments and related products. This 64 page booklet is profusely illustrated with all the instruments and equipment a vet would need. The condition is excellent and the size is 6” x 9”. There is a date of 1913 on one testimonial. Opening bid is $35.

#47) Pratt Food Company’s “Farmer’s Horse Owners and Poultry Raisers Practical Hand Book: Thirty-two page booklet from the Pratt Food Company of Philadelphia detailing, primarily, how to treat horses of various ailments. 5 ½” x 7 ½”. The booklet is not dated per se, but the testimonials are dated to the 1887-88 time period. This makes this a very early and scarce example for the Pratt Company. Cover shows some creasing and spine wear, but it displays better. The back cover has some paper losses to the edge. The interior pages are in very good condition. One of the earliest booklets I have seen.

#48) Spratt’s Dog Culture Catalog: Large catalog of 48 pages published by Spratt’s of Newark, New Jersey: This has sections of dog care, dog disease treatment, and dog supplies for purchase including Spratt’s Dog Remedies. 6 ½” x 9”. The top and bottom outer corners have some minor wear and dog-ears. The interior pages are clean and crisp. No date, but the overprint in red stating that the prices are cancelled usually indicates a time during or right after World War I. c1915. This catalog has a lot of information about the cost of dog care in that time period.

#49) The Standard Feeder: Oversized booklet from the Standard Stock Food Company of Omaha, Nebraska featuring 160 pages of livestock care and treatment with Standard Stock Food and their line of Standard Veterinary Remedies. Their slogan was “It Makes Stock Thrive.” 5 ¼” x 9”. Color covers are bright and colorful but do have some edge scuffing as seen. The first couple of pages have a dog-eared corner but the majority of the pages are clean and crisp. Only one previous example of this booklet has been recorded. Hard to find oversize booklet from a desirable company.

5 Minute Dog Soap: Colorful box with unused, original soap bar from the House of Huston. 3 ½” x 2 ¼” x 1 ¼”. Kills Fleas in 5 Minutes. Two Fox Terriers on the front. Displays well but the box has some wear to one side and the box corners.

American Heave Powder: Unopened box with contents from the American Stock Company of Tiffin, Ohio. “HEAVES CAN BE CURED.” “Do not allow your horse to become worthless when you can effect a permanent cure.” All this cure talk and the box has the Pure Food & Drug Act of 1906 acknowledgement which prevents the use of the word “cure” in medicine advertising. 6 ¼” x 4” x 2”. Excellent condition with just minor edge wear. This example was part of the Dr. Gordon Layton Collection sold it 2011. This Heave Remedy sold at that time for $160. Opening bid $50.

Andrews Lightning Blister Liniment: Early bottle with paper label from the E. C. Andrews Veterinary Company, Proprietors of Horse and Cattle Medicines from Henniker, New Hampshire. 5 ½” x 2 ½” x 1 ¼”. This is an early, c1890, veterinary only labeled liniment. Used for Bog and Bone Spanin, Side Bone, Whirl Bone, Wind Galls and other obscure horse lameness. Paper label wraps completely around bottle and does have some paper losses, stains and toning. However, I would venture that this is a rare liniment from a very obscure veterinary company. This would be good one to do a little research on for its history.

Associated Fanciers, Fluid Kennel Disinfectant: Unopened amber bottle with paper label and contents. Associated Fanciers were one of the very first companies to produce dog medicines, c1880. They started business in Philadelphia and eventually became known as the Philadelphia Bird Food Company. This product is also labeled for use on Mange in the dog and preventing Distemper. This is a very early label, probably c1890, but the bottle is a bottle machine bottle c1910 or later. There is a small additional paper label with the 50 cent price that is glued over the original price, so I believe the company used this label for an extended period of time and just updated the price and used more modern bottles when they became available. The bottle does have minor scuffing and some paper loss at the right lower corner. I have only sold one Associated Fanciers medicine previously, and that was way back in 1998.

Bickmorine Healing Powder: Unopened canister with colorful wrap around label from the Bickmore Gall Cure Company of Old Town, Maine. 3” x 2”. This is an early variation as the company is still named with the word “CURE,” c1900. “Checks Bleeding and Promotes the Healing Process.” It has some minor toning on the reverse, otherwise near mint original condition. Only one previous example is recorded and that one brought $160.

Dr. Barber’s Healing Ointment: Lithographed tin from the Barber Medicine Company of Barre, Vermont. 2 ½” x 1”. Used for Scratches, Gall sores, and Chapped Teats on cows. Very good condition overall. You can check out the history of Dr. C. N. Barber on my web site.

BING-O Flea Shampoo for Dogs, Cats, and Pets: Bottle with paper label and dried contents from Lathrop MFG. Co., Rochester, New York. 6 ½” x 2 ½” x 1 ½”. “IT GETS EM IN A JIFFY.” KILLS DANDRUFF GERMS. It leaves the animal odorless and clean. Boston Terrier on the front. Label is stained as you can see, but still an interesting flea shampoo. BING-O.

Dr. Blackman’s Medicated Lick-A-Brik: Box ONLY. There is a huge demand for these salt bricks to place on Blackman’s wooden advertising stands. It seems that more stands survived than the medicine they displayed. This box, from the Blackman Stock Medicine Company of Chattanooga is complete, but has been opened at the top and the salt brick has been removed. 7 ½” x 3 ½” x 2”. STOCK LICK IT / STOCK LIKE IT.
#58) **Dr. C. R. Brand’s Colic Cure for Horses**: Bottle with paper label on three sides prepared by “Dr. C. R. Brand / Veterinarian / Oneonta, N.Y.” I’m guessing the print on the label is misspelled and the town should be Oneonta. 5” x 1 ½” x 3¼”. I can find NO Record of any medicine from Dr. Brand ever selling or being recorded. This one must be currently considered unique. He claims on the label, “95 PER CT. OF CURES.” Original price was .75 cents, so he thought a lot of his CURE. Labels are toned and have some edge chipping. In the 1909 New York State Directory of Veterinarians, Charles Brand, from ONEONTA, New York is listed as holding State License #136.

#59) **Capitol Veterinary Liniment**: Bottle with paper label, partial contents and graphic box from the Capitol Food Company of Tiffin, Ohio. 8” x 2 ½” x 1 ¼”. “The Most Penetrating Liniment Ever Placed Before the Public.” Bottle and label are in excellent condition. The box is yellow and red with a wonderful horse image on the front, but does have top damage and some archival tape repairs to stabilize some tears. Capitol Veterinary Remedies are always in demand and this should be no exception.

#60) **Cenol Flea Soap**: Near mint to mint cardboard box with original, wrapped and unused soap bar inside. The box still has its original sheen on the outside. 3 3/8” x 2 ½” x 1 ¼”. Impossible to improve on this example.

#61) **Cenol Worm Capsules for Dogs**: Cardboard box with contents from the Cenol Company of Chicago. 3” x 2” x 1”. Boston Terrier is the logo. Original condition without damage.

#62) **Clayton’s Mange Remedy for Dogs**: Unopened bottle with original contents, paper label to three sides and a box from Dr. George Clayton of Chicago. Used to treat “Ordinary” Mange, Eczema, and other skin diseases. 6 ½” x 3” x 1 ¾”. This is a very scarce Dr. Clayton medicine as only two previous examples have been recorded and only one of those had a box. The label does have some minor paper loss along the bottom and side edges, along with some slight staining. The box is more of a shell, missing the top and bottom flaps. It does, however, display much better than it looks on close inspection. This also has the earlier company logo with the St. Bernard dog. Scarce and desirable dog medicine.

#63) **Columbia Gall Cure, Free Sample**: Early lithographed cure tin, free sample from the F. C. Sturtevant Company of Hartford, CT. 1 ¼” x 1 ½”. “A GUARANTEED CURE FOR GALLED SHOULDERS AND BACKS ON HORSES AND LIVE STOCK.” Very minor edge wear. Scarce Gall Cure, free sample. from a desirable company. Add this one to your collection.

#64) **Sturtevant Roup Powder**: Unopened wooden canister with paper label and contents from the F. C. Sturtevant Company of Hartford, CT. 3 ½” x 2 ½”. “Guaranteed to Give Perfect Satisfaction.” Used for poultry respiratory diseases. Label has some tears and is somewhat fragile. McMurray has sold two of these canisters over the years, but this is the first example I have handled. The company named their poultry remedies after the company and their live stock remedies “Columbia.”

#65) **Conkey’s Colic Remedy**: Bottle with mint paper label and its original cardboard canister package from the G. E. Conkey Company of Cleveland, Ohio. Conkey’s is most known for poultry remedies. Their live stock medicines are very scarce and this is a prime example. 4 ¼” x 2”. 75% alcohol content originally. Outstanding horse colic medicine.

#66) **Continental Ointment**: Early, lithographed tin from the Standard Oil Company. This would have been produced shortly after oil was discovered in Pennsylvania and a lot of petroleum, based patent medicines came on the market. In the veterinary field, most touted cures for hoof diseases as this example does. 3” x 4”. Illustration on the front is of a Continental Soldier treating a Gall on his horse’s shoulder. This ointment also has human uses printed on the side. Condition is good with oxidation spotting on the side and reverse. Displays OK from the front. Very scarce and interesting tin c1890.

#67) **Dalley’s Galvanic Horse Salve**: Very early, c1870, embossed aqua wide mouthed salve jar. Embossed on front: DALLEY’S / GALVANIC / HORSE SALVE. Embossed on reverse: THE / GREAT / HOOF OINTMENT. 3” x 2”. Glass has a large number of tiny “Seed” bubbles, which indicates a jar produced early in the manufacture of glass. The company also produced a series of seven Trade Cards, based on the days of the week, to promote this horse salve. Excellent condition early c1870 veterinary jar. Start your early glass collection with this one or place it with your Dalley’s trade cards for a nice display.

Next we have a very unusual offering of four different Dr. Daniels’ Free Samples

#68) **Dr. Daniels’ Gall Cure Free Sample**: Lithographed, free sample tin with image of Dr. Daniels on the lid. The slogan along the side edge is ”HEALS QUICK AND STRONG.” 1 ¾” x 1 ½”. Used to treat Galls on horses. Minor edge wear, but the main surface of the lid looks great. This is a really nice go-with that does not come up very often. FREE SAMPLE.

#69) **Dr. Daniels’ Cow Tonic, Free Sample**: Unopened cardboard canister with paper label and contents. 2 ½” x 1 ½”. It does have some dark spotting scattered on the label. This is only the second example of this free sample I have recorded.

#70) **Dr. Daniels’ Uddercream, Free Sample**: Unopened tin with contents and paper label. I have sold a few of these over the years, but those were unused example without contents. 2” x ¾”. Label has some minor smudges. Used as a comfort cream for chapped udders.

#71) **Dr. Daniels’ Wonder Lotion, Free Sample**: Screw top bottle with paper label and dried, partial contents. This is a free sample of their “Wonder Worker” where the name was changed to “Wonder Lotion.” 2 ¼” x 1” x ¾”. Very minor light drip spots on the label. This is the first free sample of this remedy I have recorded.

#72) **Dr. Daniels’CAT Vermi-Kap**: Glass vial with paper label, partial contents and a screw top. Used to worm cats and kittens. The label is toned and has edge chipping along the top edge, but it is labeled CAT ONLY, so the cat medicine collectors should like it in spite of its faults. 3 ½” x 1”.

#73) **Dr. Daniels’ Collyrium Eye Wash for Dogs and Cats**: It is not too often these days that I have the chance to offer a previously
Dr. Daniels’ Dog and Cat remedy, but today is the day. This bottle has a wrap around paper label and the original box with paper insert. 3 ¼” x 1 ½” x 1 ¾”. This is labeled as a soothing wash for the eyes of dogs and cats. The label is clean and bright with just a tiny bit of lower edge wear. The box is missing one top flap but displays very well. Don’t let this one slip by you, as you might not ever get a second chance.

#74) Dr. Daniels’ Compound Sulphur Tablets for Dogs and Cats: Glass canister with paper label, original contents, and box with paper insert. “An Alterative and Cooling Tablet for Dog, Cat and other animals.” 3 ½” x 1 ½” x 1 ¾”. The canister and label are in mint, crisp condition. Box has some color loss to the top one third and the left side seam needs to be re-glued. I have offered two examples of this medicine previously, but NEITHER offering had a box. Both of those canisters sold for over $100. This is the first example to show up with a box of any kind and its very nice. A chance at a scarce dog and cat remedy.

#75) Dr. Daniels’ Condition Tablets for All Dogs other than Toys: Glass canister with original contents, paper label, and box with paper insert. Used as a Conditioner, Tonic, and Appetizer in large and medium sized dogs. 3 ½” x 1 ½” x 1 ¾”. The canister and label are in mint original condition. The box displays great from the front, but the sides have some stain and wear. This is the first example with a box we have offered since 2002 when one brought $90.

#76) Dr. Daniels’ Danivom Tablets for Dogs, Puppies, Cats and Kittens: Glass vial with paper label and original contents. Used to soothe the mucus membranes of the stomach to arrest vomiting. 2 ¼” x 5/8”. Label shows some handling wear. Another very scarce Dr. Daniels’ dog and cat remedy.

#77) Dr. Daniels’ Dispo Tablets for Dogs and Puppies: Glass canister with original contents, paper label, and box with paper insert. 3 ½” x 1 ½” x 1 ¾”. Use for Reducing Feverish Temperature in dogs and Puppies.” Canister and label are excellent with no damage. Box has some tears to top and stains on the sides, but front panel looks great.

#78) Dr. Daniels’ Katonic for Cats and Kittens: Very scarce labeled, cat only, Dr. Daniels’ remedy. A tonic medicine used for the appetite in cats and kittens. Bottle has paper label and dried contents. Box has one torn side flap at top, otherwise excellent condition. 3 ½” x 1 ½” x 1 ¾”. Cat medicines are always popular. I have sold two examples of KATONIC over the years and both brought over $300. Let’s see where this one goes.

#79) Dr. Daniels’ Puppy Vermifuge Capsules for Large Puppies and Small Breed Dogs: Glass canister with original contents, paper label, and box with paper insert. 3 ¾” x 1 ½” x 1 ¾”. Used as a deworming agent for Roundworms. The canister and label are in mint original condition. The box has had something leech out the color on the top flap and the top edge of the front panel. This is the first example of this remedy WITH A BOX. Only one previous canister, has been offered. Rare and complete.

#80) Dr. Daniels’ Absorbent: Round yellow tin with contents that were used as a Blister on livestock and horses. This is a less common variation of the name. Usually you see the more common Absorbent Blister name. The condition is excellent with little to any wear. Bright color really stands out.

#81) Dr. Daniels’ Cough, Cold, Distemper and Fever Drops: Unopened bottle with paper label, box and paper inserts. There is an additional label around the neck of the bottle with a warning of “Not for Human Use” and “Poison.” 4 ½” x 1 ¾” x 1”. The label is excellent. The box is toned and has top damage.Contained Belladonna 2%.

#82) Dr. Daniels’ Hoof Ointment & Softener: Unopened lithographed tin with contents. 3” x 2 ¾”.” A PREPARATION FOR AIDING THE GROWTH OF HORSES HOOFs.” Very good condition with just some handling smudges on the lid.

#83) Dr. Daniels’ Liniment Powder for Track and Stable Use: Lithographed blue tin with contents. This powder was to be mixed with water to produce a body wash or liniment for horses and livestock. 3” x 2 ½”. Top lid displays very well. The side has some smudges and minor dried residue that might clean up with a little effort. A less common Dr. Daniels’ in very good condition.

#84) Dr. Daniels’ Oster Coccus Liniment: Unopened, embossed bottle with paper label, original contents, and box with paper inserts. Complete, original package dated 1907 and having a very scarce embossing variation. The embossing reads: DR. DANIELS. OSTER COCUS / NERVE & MUSCLE LINIMENT / RHEUMATISM / NEURALGIA & LAMENESS. The paper label reads: BONE, NERVE AND MUSCLE OIL. 6” x 2” x 1”. Label is slightly toned, otherwise it is in original condition. Outstanding example.

#85) Dr. Daniels’ Renovator Powders, A True Conditioner for Horses and Cattle: Cardboard box with eleven of the original dozen individual dose boxes. No contents. “A TONIC AND BLOODMAKER. 3 ¼” x 2 ½” x 2 ¼”. Excellent condition, Very bright and clean. This is a very scarce variation of this medicine as the top panel design is very unusual. It is also quite early as several CURES are listed on the bottom panel. Box also contains a small Worm Killer booklet that was included as a promotion. This has a lot going for it.

#86) Dr. Daniels’ Veterinary Colic Drops: Unopened cardboard box that will contain two dose bottle and a glass dose applicator. 4” x 2 ¾” x 1 ¾”. Package has some minor water spots along right edge. Very nice example and it’s getting hard to find these in an unopened, original condition.

#87) Dr. Daniels’ Wonder Worker Lotion: Unopened, embossed bottle with contents, paper label, and box with paper inserts. This is the COMPLETE original package in excellent condition. Bottle is embossed: DR A. C. DANIELS’ / WONDER WORKER LOTION / BOSTON MASS, U.S.A. 6 ¾” x 2 ½” x 1 ½”. “THE MOST WONDERFUL HEALING LINIMENT EVER KNOWN.” The paper label extends to three sides and is clean and perfectly bright. It does have some extremely minor edge nicks along the bottom edge. The box is as nice as you are every likely to see, certainly one of the best we have ever offered. The only slight distraction are a couple of minor stains on the top flap, otherwise, original condition.
#88) Delcreo Flea and Insect Powder: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from the Delson Chemical Co., Brooklyn, New York. Delson produced a complete line of veterinary dog medicines under the Delcreo name. 4 ¼” x 2”. Light stain along lower edge of paper. This is only the third Delcreo Dog Remedy I have recorded and the first Flea Powder.

#89) Delcreo Tonic and Conditioner for Dogs: Bottle with three sided paper label from the Delson Chemical Co., Brooklyn, New York. 4 ¼” x 1 ¾” x 1”. Label has light toning to the paper with stains on the sides. Front panel displays very well, especially as this is only the 4th Delcreo Dog Remedy recorded. Half that total is in this auction.

#90) Dent’s Black Tongue Remedy for Dogs: Bottle with three sided paper label and partial contents from the Dent Medicine Company of Chicago. 4 ½” x 1 ¼” x 1”. Dr. Dent moved his laboratory to upstate New York from Chicago, so this is a very early example c1905. Over 19 years of keeping records, I have sold 15 different Dr. Dent’s Dog Remedies but this is the breakout example of Black Tongue Remedy. I had never seen or heard of an example of this remedy until its consignment. Label has some very light toning, but otherwise undamaged. Black Tongue Remedies are very scarce from any veterinary patent medicine company and this is one desirable company. Sure to bring spirited bidding. Open this one at $100 and go.

#91) Dent’s Diarrhoea Cure: Unopened canister with paper label, contents, paper insert and box from the Dr. Dent dog Remedy Company of Chicago. The box is dated 1902. The box is named Diarrhoea CURE, while the canister label reads Diarrhoea TABLETS. I do not know if this is a later variation of canister and the company used an earlier named box or if all of the CURE box examples had this label. I have only recorded one other example with a box and that was in 2001. The condition of the canister is excellent. The box is nice but has light stains and is missing all the top flaps. Open this one at $50.

#92) Elkay’s Dog Soap, Box ONLY: The first example of this soap I have ever seen or recorded. It is the box only, but I though you dog soap collectors would like first time offering to add to your collection. 3 ½” x 2 ¼” x 1 ¼”. Looks like a Wire Hair Fox Terrier on the box. Good condition, displays well with same image on front and back. There is an old grease pencil (69) price on the front. Box only, what is worth to you?

#93) E-Z Kleen Dog and Cat Soap: Box with partially used bar from the Hartz Mountain Company. The box illustration is of a young child washing a West Highland Terrier while two white cats watch. 2 ¾” x 4” x 1 ¼”. Box shows some toning and minimal wear. Very cute image on the front.

#94) Fiebing’s Gall Cure: Unopened, lithographed tin with contents from the Fiebing Chemical Company of Milwaukee, WI. Very rare “CURE” tin as this is the first and only example reported. Cures Galls, Barb Wire cuts and other Ailments of the skin. 3 ¼” x 1”. Very good to excellent condition with just minor paint wear on the lid. If you collect Cure tins, this is one to add to your collection. This currently unique cure tin sold three years ago for $225. It is now back and this is a chance for the under bidder to pick it up again. Opening bid is $65.

#95) Fiebing’s Improved Hoof Dressing: Early lithographed tin can with contents. 4” x 6” x 2 ¼”. Front panel displays the ailments of the horses’ feet that this dressing claimed to treat, Corns, quarter Crack, Split Hoof, and Contracted Feet. The directions state to paint it on the hoof, all over, once a day. This tin really has a visual appeal as the size and color stands out. We will open this one at $35.

#96) Fleck’s Hoof Packing: Very large and impressive box from J. J. Fleck, of Tiffin, Ohio. 8” x 6” x 4”. This is the larger, 50 cent, size of two sizes the company produced and is unopened with original contents. Extremely colorful and graphic, with the horse and the horseshoe. Riding whips flank the central panel. "A NATURAL REMEDY FOR ALL DISEASES OF THE HORSE FOOT!" Top panel has 1906 Drug Act date. Superior color and condition with just a small stain on the bottom right edge that does not show from front. Without that non-visible stain, the box would be mint condition. This example previously sold in 2010 for $325. This is a great shelf piece with strong graphic appeal. Don’t miss out. Opening bid is $100.

#97) Fleming’s Colic Cure for Horses: Bottle with paper label and partial contents from the Fleming Brothers Chemists, Chicago. Label has Pure Food and Drug Act disclaimer dated 1906, but clearly the company was still using and promoting the word “CURE” in their remedies. 3 ¾” x 1 ¼”. Light stain at left top of label. Original price was $1.00 which was a huge price at the time.

#98) FLEX-O Antiseptic Dusting Powder: Unopened canister with original contents and paper label from the Dairy Remedies Company of Montclair, NJ and Monroe, WI. 4 ½” x 2”. Image of dairy cow and calf on the label. Mint original condition. This is the first example of this remedy I have recorded.

#99) KNOX-IT: Unopened canister with original contents and paper label from the Dairy Remedies Company of Montclair, NJ and Monroe, WI. 7” x 3”. Used for mammary problems in dairy cows. Label has some foxing along the top edge as seen, otherwise original undamaged condition. A second scarce example form this company for the Dairy collector.

#100) Giles Magic Lotion and Blood Purifier. The Great Veterinary Remedy: Unopened pint can with lithographed labels on all fours sides, and original contents from the Giles Remedy Company of Chicago. 6 ¼” x 3 ¼” x 2 ½”. "IMPARTS VITAL ENERGY." "The Only Safe and Satisfactory Speed Sustainer." So, he was pitching this to racehorse men. Also labeled as "Best Preventive and Treatment for all Diseases of Germ Origin Affecting Horses or other Domestic Animals." Tin is dated 1909 and is in excellent condition. I featured Dr. Giles and his company in the VCR of August 2008. Opening bid $50.

#101) Glover’s Compound Sulphur Tablets for Dogs: Lithographed, hinged lid tin that includes the original small "Glover’s Imperial Dog Medicines" booklet which was included inside the tin. 3” x 2” x ½”. Used as a "Cooling Medicine" in small dogs. Condition is very good with minor wear to the lid. Very graphic and desirable dog medicine.
#102) **Glover’s Imperial Canker Wash**: Amber, embossed bottle with partial contents, paper label, and original paper packaging container. Embossed: H. CLAY GLOVER CO. / NEW YORK. 5” x 2” x 1 ¼”. Labeled that it contained OPIUM 1 ½ grains per ounce. Label has one very small, light water mark on the left side panel, otherwise the label is in clean and near mint condition. The package is opened at the top, but complete. The print on the package is legible, but has significantly faded over the years. I have only recorded ONE OTHER example with its original packaging.

#103) **Glover’s Imperial Distemper Medicine**: Unopened, amber, embossed bottle with paper label, contents and complete original box. 5” x 2” x 1 ¼”. Embossed: H. CLAY GLOVER CO. / NEW YORK. This medicine contained 27% Alcohol. Other than a couple of minor nicks to the top edge, the label is in original condition and extends to three sides of the bottle. The box is extremely nice and totally complete. Other than having been opened from the top to get out the bottle, this packaging is as nice as I have ever seen. Hard to beat this one. Open it at $75 as the last example I sold brought $190.

#104) **Glover’s Imperial Mange Medicine**: Unopened, amber, embossed bottle with paper label, contents, and **original box**. Embossed: H. CLAY. GLOVER CO. / GLOVER’S IMPERIAL / MANGE MEDICINE // NEW YORK. 6 ½” x 2 ¼” x 1 ½”. Used for “Superficial” mange and most skin diseases in Dogs, Horses, and Cattle. Paper label has some minor paper losses along the top edge. Box is missing top flaps but it displays great and is the rare part of this package. In general Dr. Glover’s boxes are very hard to come by and this auction has three examples with boxes.

#105) **Glover’s Imperial Diarrhea Medicine for Dogs**: Amber, 12 sided bottle with paper label from Dr. H. Clay Glover of New York City. 3” x 1”. Label states that this medicine contained **1 ½ grains of OPIUM**. Medicines labeled with a narcotic ingredient are always in demand. There is also cross collecting with collectors of antique narcotic labeled medicines. The label is toned and has a vertical paper scuff, but is easily read and the OPIUM notation is quite clear.

#106) **Glover’s Imperial Tonic Pills**: Unopened cardboard box with original content from Dr. H. Clay Glover of New York City. The ingredients listed include Arsenic Trioxide 1/250 grain and Strychnine Sulphate 1/500 grain. These were thought to improve the blood when given in small doses. 3 ¼” x 2 ¼” x ½”. Front panel displays with an excellent grade. The back has a light water stain. Fox Terrier image on the front.

#107) **Gold Coin Extract of Pine Healing Oil**: Bottle with paper label and a colorfully illustrated box from the Gold Coin Stock Food Company of St. Paul, Minnesota, 7” x 2 ¼” x 1 1/4”. It is labeled as man or beast, but I know their primary remedies were veterinary. The label on the bottle is very hard to read, having been printed in a red ink. The box, however, is what really sets this medicine apart. Four colorful veterinary applications are illustrated on the side of the box, Barb Wire Cut, Wound Treatment, Gall Treatment, and Udder Treatment. "IT SOOTHE / HEALS / AND CURES.” I have seen one other, larger example of this medicine without a box. This is the first example, this complete that I have recorded. This box matches up with similar examples from the International Stock Food Company. Box has the top flaps missing with minor damage to the top edge. I doubt you will see another one of these any time soon.

#108) **HiDU-DU Cholera Remedy**: Unopened wooden canister with paper label from the Commercial Chemical Company of Memphis, Tennessee. 3 ¼” x 1 ¼”. The logo is a man in a turban so the name is a play on words. Very good condition with good colors. Used on poultry. I sold one of these way back in 2000 and have not seen another.

#109) **Dr. Hess Colic Remedy**: Bottle with front and back paper labels, partial contents and an outstanding box from Dr. Hess & Clark or Ashland, Ohio. 7 12/” x 2 ¼” x 1 ¼”. Used for Spasmodic and Flatulent Colic in horses. Paper label are excellent with just a tiny bit of edge wear. The box is really bright and colorful. Comes with metal corkscrew included. Open it at $25.

#110) **Dr. Hess Heave Powder**: Unopened with contents from Dr. Hess & Clark. Super color and imagery of coughing horse is on the front panel. Horseman is holding a box of this Heave Powder to treat his horse. 6 ¾” x 4” x 2 ¼”. This is a 1 ½ pound box, originally selling for 50 cents. Condition is excellent with strong, bright colors. Maybe a tiny scuff or two, but this box is one not to be missed. Opening bid $75.

#111) **Dr. Hess Instant Louse Killer, FREE SAMPLE**: Canister with paper label from Dr. Hess & Clark of Ashland, Ohio. The image depicts a young girl powdering the rear end of a hen with Hess Louse Killer. This is a very common canister in normal size, **HOWEVER**, this is a 2 ¼” x 1 ¾” FREE SAMPLE. This is the **first reported offering** of this product in a free sample size. The paper label is complete but toned and a little dark. Canister has been opened with punctures to the top in order to shake out the dust. Extremely rare example for the Free Sample collector.

#112) **International Colic Cure**: Drench Style bottle with wrap around paper label and partial contents. This is the earliest variation of the name, as a “CURE.” Very colorful and graphic showing the stages of colic in a horse on the front panel. **QUICK RELIEF MUST BE OBTAINED OR SURE DEATH WILL FOLLOW.” 8 ½” x 2 ½” x 2 ½”. Paper label shows some edge wear, but not bad. Box has been opened from the top, but cardboard cover and paper are present. Horse graphics on the front panel are outstanding and very colorful. This is the panel of the box that is clearly the most important for display and this one is top of the line. The bottle label is stained, but your paying for the box in reality. None of the ISF bottle labels are very impressive. This is always a desirable International Stock Food Cure. Opening bid $75. Estimate based on previous examples would be $200-300.

#113) **International Gall Cure**: Lithographed tin with contents from the ISF company of Minneapolis. 2 ¾” x 1”. Team of harness horses shown on the lid. Lid shows some wear, mostly along the top edge. Some original salve has leaked out along the side and has dried. This could probably be soaked off and cleaned with a little effort. We leave that to the new owner. Early cure tin, pre-1906 from a desirable company.

#114) **Justrite Vitamine Health Food**: Unopened canister with wrap around paper label and contents from the Justrite Company of Jersey City, NJ. **A Body Builder** for caged birds. 4 ½” x 2” x 1 ¼”. Excellent condition with light handling wear and one small stain on right side panel.
#119) **Dr. LeGear's Antiseptic Healing Powder**: Unopened canister with colorful paper label and contents from St. Louis. This is a much less common, early variation of this powder. Illustrated is a horse bleeding profusely from a Barb Wire cut and being treated by its owner with Dr. LeGear's Powder. A very colorful and detailed front panel. 4” x 1 ½”. The free sample of this Powder is quite common, but the full size remedy is very scarce. Mild handling wear and light toning.

#118) **Dr. LeGear’s Eye Lotion**: Bottle with paper label showing the three dog logo used on Dr. LeGear’s dog medicines. Label states that this could be used on dogs, cats and all livestock. 6 ¼” x 2” x 1”. Label shows some minor handling wear, but is bright and pretty clean. One of the harder LeGear dog medicines to find.

#117) **Dr. LeGear’s Laxative Tablets**: Box with original contents from the Dr. LeGear Medicine Company of St. Louis. Labeled for dogs and cats. 2 ½” x 1 ¾” x 1”. Excellent, near mint original condition. It has been five years since we offered one of these examples. Used for Gastric Dyspepsis.

#116) **Dr. LeGear’s Tape Worm Tablets for Dogs and Cats**: Box with original contents from the Dr. LeGear Medicine Company of St. Louis. 2 ½” x 1 ¾” x 1”. Another scarce example from this line of dog medicines as only three previous examples are recorded. Wear and scuffing to bottom and left side panel. Front panel is excellent, clean and bright.

#115) **Dr. LeGear’s Sarcoptic Mange Prescription for Dogs**: Unopened canister with colorful paper label and contents from Nott MFG., Mount Vernon, New York. 4 ½” x 2”. The canister displays very well but does have some light handling smudges to label. Labeled as for Dogs, Cats, Foxes, Cattle, and Horses. First example I’ve seen or recorded.

#114) **KILL ALL Flea Powder**: Canister with paper label from the Pfeiffer MFG. Co., St. Louis, Missouri. Bold green and white label. Active ingredient is listed as Pyrethrum Flowers-15%. 4 ½” x 2”. Canister displays very well but does have some light handling smudges to label. Labeled as for Dogs, Cats, Foxes, Cattle, and Horses. First example I’ve seen or recorded.

#113) **KIT-CAT**: Bottle with paper label and box from the Bickum Specialty Company of Haverhill, Mass. “Keeps Cats free from Worms, Constipation, Sore Eyes, Humors and all diseases peculiar to Cats.” Wow, that just about covers ever end of the cat. Bottle is 3 ¼” x 1 ¾”. The label is toned and has some smudges, but the box is great with only some top flap damage.  **KIT-CAT KEEPS CATS WELL.** First time offering for this Cat ONLY medicine and true cure-all.

#112) **Knott’s Dog Check Powder**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from St. Louis. 2 ½” x 1 ¾” x 1”. Excellent condition overall. The only drawback is a small hole where the top edge flap meets the bottom of the top panel. This is not a big distraction but mentioned for completeness. This is a very scarce and desirable remedy for indoor use on furniture. Active ingredient is lemongrass oil. Paper label has stains and paper loss, mostly on the reverse. First time I’ve seen one of these.

#111) **McAllister's Mocking Bird Food**: Embossed, aqua jar with early screw top closure. Embossed: F. E. McALLISTER / MOCKING BIRD FOOD / NEW YORK. 7” x 3 ¼”. Excellent condition to jar with many bubbles in the glass. The metal top is oxidized but does come off the jar. Unusual offering for the bird or exotic collector.

#110) **The Mexican Condition Powder**: Unopened box with complete wrap around paper label from Donnell Manufacturing Company of St. Louis. 4 ¼” x 2 ¾” x 1 ¾”. Very detailed image of proud looking horse on the front panel. I suspect this horse was named “The Mexican,” but I cannot confirm that on-line. The box has some corner bug holes and is leaking a tiny bit of powder. An early example of block style packaging that the industry used for horse condition powders.

#109) **Mit-E-Kil Insect Control for Fleas on Dogs and Cats**: Bottle with wrap around paper label and original embossed spray device
from Hinton & Co., New York. Sprayer is embossed on the handle: MIT-E-KILL JR / HINTON & CO., INC / NEW YORK CITY, N.Y. Overall size with sprayer is 8” x 6”. Back label has an image of a cat and directions for cat treatment. “Hold cat with one hand and spray lightly.” Have to have a pretty nice cat, I’d guess, for that to work. Label has some minor paper losses on reverse. Very unusual flea control product and sprayer.

#132) **Morrison’s Veterinary Fever Drops:** Bottle with a paper label, a trace of contents and a very nice box from the James Foster Company of Bath, New Hampshire. 4 ¾” x 2” x 1”. Label has POISON overprinted in red. 90% Alcohol. The original price of 50 cents has been marked out on the label and box and 75 cent has replaced it. Condition is very good with a great box and a paper insert.

#133) **National Nerve and Bone Liniment:** Bottle with paper label from the National Breeders Company of Tiffin, Ohio. National Breeders is a rather obscure company that competed with several stock remedy companies in Tiffin, especially remedies by J. J. Fleck’s Company. 6” x 2” x 1”. Labeled for Veterinary and Human use. The label is toned and has some paper loss at the bottom edge. Not the most exciting bottle we have ever offered, but certainly any offering from this company is rare as this is the first bottle to ever be recorded and only two other poultry remedies have shown up over the years. If you collect Ohio veterinary medicines or scarce liniments, this is one you don’t have.

#134) **New York’s Women’s League for Animals Flea Powder for Dogs and Cats:** Unopened glass jar with paper label, and contents. According to the label, the Women’s League for Animals was based out of the Ellis Prince Sprayer Hospital for Animals at 350 Lafayette Street, New York City. 4 ¾” x 1 ¾” x 1 ½”. Label is toned a light brown, otherwise original condition for the complete package. The Women’s League was incorporated in 1910 and their hospital was opened in 1914. In 1959, the Hospital was renamed “Animal Medical Center.” Rare NYC remedy with a history related to the ASPCA and the Women’s League for Animals.

#135) **Newton’s Heave, Cough, Distemper and Indigestion Compound:** Lithographed tin with iconic skeletal horse in harness from the Newton Horse Remedy Company of Toledo, Ohio. 4” x 3” x 3”. This is the smaller of the two sizes produced and the much harder to find in any condition. This tin is in fantastic condition clean and bright on all four sides with just a bit of wear on each side. About as nice as you can find. This tin is dated 1916. If you are looking for a match to your large size tin, this would be a great example.

#136) **North Star Wool Fat Antiseptic Compound for Horses and Cattle:** Unopened and early solder lined tin with lithographed label and contents from Minneapolis. 3” x 3”. Absorbed thru the skin as a germ destroying antiseptic. Minor wear only. We sold a Free Sample of this remedy a couple of years ago, but this is the first full size tin I have seen.

#137) **Norwood’s Veterinary Eye Wash:** Embossed bottle with paper label. 5” x 1 ¾” x 1”. Embossed: DR. J. N. NORWOOD // NAUGATUCK, CONN. This is a scarce medicine from a scarce veterinary company. Dr. Norwood’s medicines were sold from glass front display cabinets, many of which survive today. This one will look great on the shelf.

#138) **Nourse Gall Remedy, Free Sample:** Lithographed FREE SAMPLE tin with silvered harness horse logo on the lid. This tiny tin has only 1” x ½”. Condition is near mint. I sold the other example I have seen in 1997 for $40. Seventeen years in between offerings, it’s got to be rare.

#139) **One Rub Flea Finish for Dogs and Cats:** Unopened canister with colorful label and contents from the Exterminator Manufacturing Company of Baltimore, Maryland. 3” x 1 ¾”. The canister has a Pointer dog as its logo and the slogan, “A Pointer on Flea Powder.” Minor handling and very, very light stain on left. First time offering.

#140) **Parke-Davis C-A Worm Capsules:** Unopened box with contents from Parke, Davis & Company of Detroit, Michigan. Used for the removal of round worms and tapeworms from poultry. 5 ¼” x 4” x ½”. Some minor handling wear, otherwise excellent condition.

#141) **Porter’s Healing Oil Group:** This lot contains a bottle with paper labels on the front and back, box with man or beast directions (photographed is the veterinary side of the box), Dr. Porter’s Memorandum Book with advertising, and a packet of tin foil used in the application of this healing oil. This package was all produced, by the Paris Medicine Company of St. Louis. The box has an illustration of a bleeding horse caught up in barb wire. 4 ½” x 1 ½” x 1”. Labels have some minor toning. Box is missing top flaps. Booklet has edge damage and cover is detached. Group of medicine and advertising.

#142) **Pratts Scaly-Leg Ointment:** This is a HUGE lithographed tin, with contents from the Pratt Food Company of Philadelphia. This is a six ounce size, 4” x 1 ¾” and the largest Pratt’s poultry medicine tin out there. “BEST FOR SHOW BIRDS / QUICK IN ACTION.” Excellent condition with just some average handling wear, nothing to distract the eye. The only other example I have ever recorded was sold just last year in a McMurray Drug Store Auction bringing $190 plus ten percent. From the picture in his catalog, I believe this example is in a little better condition. No reserve, goes to the highest bidder.

#143) **Dr. Preston’s Horse Blisters:** Unopened tin with paper label, contents and box. Very unusual running horse imagery is illustrated on the front of the box. Used for Swain, Ringbone, and Curb in horses. Contained Red Iodine of Mercury. Box has some edge wear, but displays well. Label on tin is excellent. 2 ½” x 2 ½” x 1”. It is very rare to find a veterinary tin with any surviving box, so just for that fact, this is a scarce survivor. Open it at $25.

#144) **Prussian Roup Remedy:** Unopened wooden canister with wrap around paper label that has never been opened from the Prussian Remedy Company of St. Paul, Minnesota. 4 ¾” x 1 ½”. Used for Roup, Swollen Head, Canker, and Sore eyes in poultry. Excellent original condition and the first example I have ever recorded.

#145) **Pulsifer’s Positive Healer, Free Sample:** 12-sided bottle with paper label from the Pulsifer Chemical Company of Boston. They produced a complete line of Veterinary remedies, which were sold in glass front wooden cabinets with curved top pediments, all of which are very scarce today. I have recorded only nine total medicine examples from this company in almost 20 years. This is the second example of this FREE SAMPLE to show up for collectors. 3 ¼” x 1 ¼”. Label is complete but toned an even brown.
#146) **Pulver Tick Powder**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from Cooper & Nephew of Chicago. Very unusual to have a Tick Powder product that does not mention fleas in its title. 4 ¼” x 2 ¼”. Minor toning and handling wear are the only condition issues.

#147) **Q-W Worm Mixture**: Unopened bottle with paper label and contents from Q-W Labs, Bound Brook, New Jersey. Condition is mint with a super clean and bright label. You could not improve on this one. 3 ¾” x 1 ½”. Used for large round worm treatment in dogs, cats, and foxes. Boston Terrier with huge ears is the logo.

#148) **Red Cross Gall Cure**: Unopened metal tin with paper label, contents and box from the Interstate Chemical Company of Baltimore, Maryland. 2 ½” x 1”. Large “RED CROSS” logo on the label. Label has 1906 Drug Act disclaimer. Label and tin are in very good condition while the box is toned. Still any packaging for a scarce veterinary CURB is rare.

#149) **Dr. Roberts Intestinal Tablets for Dogs**: Hinge lid, lithographed tin with a small printed label applied to the lid that denotes which dog medicines the tin contained. No contents, but it does have its original paper insert. I have sold several different dog medicines from Dr. Roberts over the years, but this the first example of his Intestinal Tablets tin I have recorded. There is some paint loss on the lid, as seen, but still very collectible and displays quite well.

#150) **Dr. Roberts Gall Balm**: Unopened lithographed tin with contents from the Dr. David Roberts Veterinary Company of Waukesha, Wisconsin. 2 ½” x 1 ¾”. Very minor wear to edge of lid, otherwise shiny and like new. This one is pretty scarce.

#151) **Dr. Roberts Laritone**: Lithographed tin from the Dr. David Roberts Veterinary Company of Waukesha, Wisconsin. Used for constipation in livestock. 4” x 2 ¼”. Excellent condition, bright and shiny

#152) **Dr. Roberts Udder Balm**: Lithographed tin with partial contents. 3” x 3”. Minor oxidation on the lid may clean up and there is a small dent or two. Nice dairy related tin.

#153) **Dr. Roberts Worm Seed RX No. 89**: Unopened, metal, lithographed tin with contents from the Dr. David Roberts Veterinary Company of Waukesha, Wisconsin. 4 ½” x 3 ½”. Used as a deworming product for all livestock. The ingredients are listed on the front panel beside Dr. Roberts image. Canister is in very good condition with only minor wear and tear. It does have two, small dark stains on the reverse, but overall displays very well. I have recorded two examples of this remedy with PAPER LABELS, but this is the first earlier lithographed example I have seen.

#154) **Royal Purple Lice Killer**: Unopened canister with colorful wrap around paper label. 4 ¼” x 2 ¼”. Very strong colors really pop on this one. Original, near mint condition.

#155) **Save-The-Horse Spavin Remedy**: Aqua, embossed bottle with paper label from the Troy Chemical Company. Embossed: SAVE-THE-HORSE / REGISTERED TRADE MARK / SPAVIN REMEDY / TROY CHEMICAL CO., BINGHAMTON, N.Y. 6 ⅞” x 2 ¾” x 1 ½”. The original price was $5.00 which was a huge price at the time. This remedy was marketed specifically for lameness in horses. The label has illustrations of four horse legs with various ailments such as Ringbone, Curb, and Throughpin. Label extends to three sides and is complete. There is a spotting toning to the label. Fairly scarce bottle with a complete label.

#156) **Security Gas Colic Cure**: Green glass drench style bottle with paper label from the Security Stock Food Company. Label encircles the entire bottle. Image is of a horse rolling on his back and captioned as the “Last Stages of Colic.” 9 ½” x 2 ½”. Label has some stains and edge wear but is a very early Cure bottle.

#157) **Security Gas Colic Remedy**: Sealed, unopened box with Full color paper label and bottle inside from the Security Remedy Company of Minneapolis. 10” x 3” x 3”. One panel finely illustrates five horses in the throes of Spasmodyc and Flatulent Colic. These graphic and colorful images make a fantastic display sitting on your shelf. Original contents contained Opium, 1 minin per ounce. Another panel contains a great image of Uncle Sam, in full color, giving away a bottle of Colic Remedy. One panel, unfortunately, has color loss to the top one third of the panel. This certainly affects the overall value, but the panel of the horses is so outstanding that this is still a very desirable example that displays extremely well. There are some scattered paper losses. You seldom see factory sealed examples of any veterinary remedy today. We have sold only one other example of this remedy that was still sealed and unopened. That example sold in 1995 for $875. Opening bid here is 10% of that total at $85. This could be a bargain for someone’s collection.

#158) **Security Antiseptic Healing Powder for Animal Use**: Unopened, lithographed tin with contents and a shaker style top from the Security Remedy Company of Minneapolis. 4 ¾” x 2 ½” x 1 ½”. This is the smaller 25 cent size. Colorful logo image of a farmer raking hay with the sun setting in the background. Very good condition with minimal wear and a little dirt. Medicines from this company are always popular with collectors.

#159) **Sergeant’s Arsenic and Iron Pills**: Very early, lithographed tin from the Polk Miller Drug Company of Richmond, Virginia. 1 ⅞” x 1 ⅞” x 1”. If you can believe it, and I’m sure you can, this is labeled to treat “disagreeable odor” in dogs from eating an all meat diet. One side panel is labeled “POISONOUS” while another side is sporting the SKULL AND CROSSBONES. I have only seen one other example that is in a private collection. This is the first example I have ever offered or recorded in an auction after almost twenty years of record keeping. The condition is dirty and has some edge wear as you can see, however I feel the look can probably be improved with a careful cleaning. This is one of the great early, c1890, dog medicine tins.

#160) **Sergeant’s CAT Flea Powder**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from the Polk Miller Corp. of Richmond, Virginia. 4 ⅞” x 2”. “SPECIALY DESIGNED FOR CATS.” Canister has the “Cats Magazine” seal of approval on the side. Label is bright and colorful with a touch of handling wear. First time offering of this CAT ONLY flea powder.

#161) **Sergeant’s Canker Wash**: Bottle with paper label and box from the Polk Miller Corp., Richmond. Used for internal and external Canker of the Ear. 5 ½” x 2” x 1”. Box is dated 1926. Bottle has some haze inside it. Box is a shell with top and bottom
damage. This series of medicines, c1926, usually do well as they are early and have the pointer dog on the front.

#162) **Slusser’s Gall Powder**: Lithographed tin with contents and a twist open top from A.A. Slusser, Louisville, Ohio. Ornate yellow and black design all over this canister style tin. 3 ¼” x 2 ø”. Displays very well, but there are some small areas of paint loss on the reverse. Scarce tin.

#163) **Spratt’s Flea and Insect Powder**: Unopened, lithographed tin with shaker style top from Spratts LTD of Newark, New Jersey. 6” x 2 ø” x 1 ¼”. This flea powder came in two sizes. This is the larger and less common size. St. Bernard is the logo image in the center. Condition is very good to excellent with just some scattered oxidation at the top of the reverse.

#164) **Standard Gall Salve**: Metal tin with paper label and contents. 3” x 1”. Produced by the Standard Chemical Company of Omaha, Nebraska. Label is toned an even brown. Used for Galls, Burns, Wire Cuts and Scratches on horses.

#165) **Dr. Sylvester’s Specific for Colic and Tympanites in Horses, Mules and Cows**: Unopened bottle with a three sided paper label, contents and a mint condition box. Honestly until I took the bottle out of the box, I doubt the package has ever been opened. Very slight toning at the bottom of the label from the paper wrapper in the box. 3 ¼” x 1 ½”. This was produced by Aarons Company of New Orleans.

#166) **Talbott’s Little Giant Poultry Regulator**: Unopened box with colorful, graphic label from the W. R. Talbott Chemical Co., Sandusky, Ohio. 6 ½” x 4 ½” x 2 ½”. Chicks, hens and a turkey are illustrated in great detail on the front and back panels. Used for increasing egg production. “SOLD AS A MEDICINE, NOT AS A FOOD.” Overall condition is very good to excellent with minor wear at the corners and edges. Quite impressive sitting on a shelf. I have only sold one previous example and that was way back in 2000 when an example brought $230. Open this at $75 and see where the market is today.

#167) **TRIXIE, The Sulphur Dog**: Cardboard box with a figural Scottie Dog made of Sulphur from the TRIXIE Company of Brooklyn, NY. “SULPHUR IS GOOD FOR YOUR DOG.” Directions are to put Trixie in your dog’s water. There is no labeling as to what Sulphur is good for, for your dog. 2 ½” x 2” x 1”. Minor damp stain to box. Never seen anything quite like Trixie.

#168) **Universal Gold Crown Hoof Ointment**: Early lithographed tin from the Universal Stock Cabinet Company of Minneapolis. 7 ¼” x 4” x 2 1/4”. “THE BEST HOOF OINTMENT IN THE WORLD.” “Cures Contracted hoofs, Quarter Cracks…” Label has 1906 Drug Act disclaimer. With the bright colors, similar name, and same home town, this company obviously competed with the International Stock Food Company. Overall condition is very good and it displays well. There is some dried residue on the underside that has some “odor.” Probably can be soaked out, but mentioned for completeness. First time offering.

#169) **Vernost Improved Hog Powder**: Unopened cardboard canister with paper label from Vernost Products Co., Columbus, Ohio. 3 ½” x 3”. Package is sufficient to deworm 625 pounds of hog for Round worms. Contains Nux Vomica. Paper label has one small divot out of the upper edge on the right side. Displays very well. This is the first example of this remedy I have recorded.

#170) **Watson’s Liquid Blister**: Bottle with paper label on all four sides from the Watson Company of Pine Bluff, Arkansas. The logo has human and horse skeletons side by side. Labeled as used on horses and mules for Bone, Bog, and Blood Spavins. 5 ¼” x 1 ½” x 1 ½”. Label has some paper looses, mainly on the sides with some loss of print. Only one previous example has ever been recorded and that was nine years ago. Uncommon horse and mule remedy.

#171) **Zenco Dog Soap, Trial Size**: A complete package with box and soap bar. Beautiful, bright and bold box with the Boston Terrier image on the front and back. This is the first and only example I have recorded and it is a trial size, essentially a FREE SAMPLE. 3” x 2” x ½”. Excellent condition. Produced by the Zenith Novelty Company of New York.

Group Lots

#172) **Dr. Daniels’ Carbo-Negus Group**: This lot contains a small size and a large size bottle or Carbo-Negus. Both have paper labels and original contents. The smaller size also has the original box. The labels are clean and have very bright colors. We are also including a Dr. Daniels Fever Drops box. Two bottles in pretty much original condition and two boxes.

#173) **Dr. Daniels’ Free Sample Group of Three (3)**: The consigner had duplicates of these three free samples. We listed the better condition example of each in the main catalog and we combined the three lesser condition examples in this lot. We have one each of **Dr. Daniels’ Cow Tonic, Uderkream**, and **Wonder Lotion**. All have stains and smudges, but they are scarce Dr. Daniels’ FREE SAMPLES. Lot of three (3).

#174) **Dr. Daniels’ Dog & Cat Medicine Boxes, Lot of Eight (8)**: Eight different EMPTY boxes for various small animal medicines. Seven are listed as for dog and cat while the one stained example is dog only. Boxes are for the most part clean and unused. If you want an interesting display without the expense of buying all these medicines or you have some of these medicines without their boxes, this lot is for you. Lot of eight (8) boxes.

#175) **Mixed Lot of Five (5)**: This is a mixed bag of live stock items. Rawleigh’s Antiseptic Salve tin, Scarless Gall Remedy tin, Humphreys’ C.C. with box, Humphreys’ F. F. without box, and a box of ampules for Lac-Protein for nonspecific protein therapy made by the Smith-Dorsey Company of Lincoln, Nebraska. Lot of five. What you see is what you get.

Instruments

#176) **Burdizzo Foot Rot Shears**: Complete original packaging that appears to be unused. Shear’s are marked Burdizzo, Made in Italy and still wrapped in original paper wrapper. These were distributed by the California Stockmen’s Supply Company of San Francisco.
The package contains the original paper catalog. The box is graphic, complete, and in excellent original condition. **Complete original package with Shears, Catalog, and Box.**

#177) **Franklin Interchangeable Tattoo Kit:** Unused tattoo outfit from the O. M. Franklin Serum Company of Denver, Colorado. Kit includes Tongs, numbers, and ink, all in the mint original cardboard box. 9 ½” x 4” x 2 ½”.

#178) **Jourgensen’s Sheep Marking Harness:** Complete, unused harness with cardboard box and instruction pamphlet from Casper, Wyoming. You placed the harness over the breast of your Ram, attached a color marking pen to the harness and when the Ram mounts the sheep in mating, the color pen marks the sheep. Therefore you know which sheep have been bred. Box lid has had archival tape repairs and the paper pamphlet has some spotting. Unused condition.

#179) **Perfect Ear Tag** Instrument with Two (2) Boxes of Tags: Instrument is marked: SALT LAKE STAMP CO / PERFECT EAR TAGS / SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, U.S. 8” x 4 ½”. Shows some minor use. Lot includes two boxes of ear tags for livestock.

#180) **H & D Tail Dock Instrument:** Very heavy cast iron tail docking instrument marked from H & D MFG. Company, Chicago. The total length is 16” x 5”. It shows use and oxidation. Looks pretty medieval.

#181) **Three (3) Early Instruments:** Lot contains two early pointed and sharp Retractors and one early Surgical Cutting Saw. I’m guessing this is a bone saw. All have minor oxidation. These have a great early look. Lot of Three (3) instruments.

#182) **Locking Forceps, Lot of Two (2):** Lot contains two different metal locking surgical forceps. Both are in excellent condition.

#183) **Group Lot of Thirteen (13) Various Livestock Medicine Administrators:** You get a cross section of early Balling Guns and Dose Syringes from various eras of veterinary history. This is a Baker’s dozen of 13 items all for your high bid. Would make an interesting display.

Bidding Ends Saturday March 8, 2014.

Call backs start at 9 P. M. Saturday night and run until 11 P. M.

Call backs will resume, if necessary, Sunday at Noon EST.

10% Buyers Premium on all successful bids

**PLEASE REMEMBER PHONE NUMBERS**

Phone #1: 770-361-7255
Phone #2: 404-660-7001

Website: [www.veterinarycollectibles.com](http://www.veterinarycollectibles.com) for additional photos

All Photos © Vicki M. Smith 2014

Notes